
APRIL NEWSLETTER 2021!!! 

 

 

 

AIS would like to wish you all a Relaxing Spring Break and Sunny Days Ahead!  

French Show will be performed by the AIS students in May due to the weather 

conditions!! 

Be safe and please encourage your children to continue using “Read Theory”!! 
We will see you all on Tuesday, May 4th !! 

HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY!! 

 





SPRINGING IN PRE-SCHOOL 1!!! 

EVERY DROP OF RAIN IS A BLESSING and so are our little ones! Our classroom is full of happiness and excitement!! As the day 

passes by, this class becomes more involved into their daily routine such as doing things of their own, and growing independently! 

Our last quarter will be full of physical activities such as writing, tracing, beadings, knotting, coloring, paintings and rigid practice 

of oral English communication. On a daily basis, we do exercises such as wearing our own clothes, putting on our own shoes, filling 

our water bottles and eating independently. Children are much aware of regularly cleaning themselves as well, like washing hands 

and cleaning up of the toys after playtime. Certainly we keep moving onwards to our lessons after the kingdom of animals, their 

sizes, their sounds and movements and they also are finding differences between fruits and vegetables. What means healthy food 

and unhealthy food!! 

 Furthermore, the little ones are in their constant enhancement of academically, socially and psychomotor development skills. So 

far we are going through changes every quarter but even much more these days. I believe that the Pre-K children are doing their 

maximum level of writing basic to complex lines and curves line. It is significant for a child to learn the basic strategy of writing, 

and as we say, practice makes perfect. We want our little students to be able to achieve clearer and good penmanship in the long 

run. They are being thought of proper posture, proper stroke, and proper mood while working on their activities. This aids them for 

better preparations for the next class level. We are grateful for our parents, AIS school administrators as well as our staff for their 

untiring support to our little students. Whether it rains or shines,  you’re always there for us. We will keep surprising you!!  

 











During the month of April Kindergarten has been learning all 
about direction; above & below, in front of & behind.

They are excelling in recognizing the positions of shapes and 
are learning more about Measurement in Mathematics.

Height, Length & Weight.

The super duper pupils are able to recognize and compare 
whether objects are taller or shorter,

longer or shorter, and heavier or lighter.

In English Skills they are learning about new sounds “ch”, “sh”, 
soft “th” and buzzy “th” ☺ “qu” and “ng”. We have started to 

read a new book “Seth”.

Easter Celebration ! ☺



In Science the pupils are learning about the forces push, pull and 
gravity!

In Albanian they have been increasing their awareness of letters SH, T, 
and S.

In Domain we have completed the Native Americans Unit, learning 
about how they lived back in the day! The children have learnt how 

the tribes lived in Tipis, hunted the Buffalo and celebrated with
Pow-Wows.





First Grade News
with Ms. Juli & Ms. Lori

April was  a great 

month for our First 

Graders!
Our little superstars 
love choosing and 

reading books from our 
library! Please 

encourage them to read 
at home, and 

compliment them for 
their accomplishments!



This is what we covered in all subjects during April:

In English Skills we’re at Unit 6. In this unit the kids were introduced to new spellings 
of the /s/ sound , and to narrative writing. The superstars wrote a narrative as a class, 
and we’re very proud of their work. Great job superstars!

In Domain the kids learned about the wonder of the natural world, all living things 
and their physical environment. They learned about the habitats and their related 
characteristics, and also about adaptations of animals to the climate and conditions of 
a given environment.

In Math we finished chapter 10. The kids learned how to collect, organize, represent 
and analyze data. Making picture graphs, bar graphs and tally charts as a class they 
got an idea of how these give graphs give information.  

In Science we started unit 7 “Weather and Seasons”. The kids are learning about the 
weather and what can we observe about weather and seasons. Having a science lesson 
outside was a lot of fun!



In Math, we have been working on Chapter 8 “Length in customary units”. 

We were  introduced to different measuring tools, such as: 12 inch rulers, 

measuring tapes, and yardsticks. We already know that 12 inches are 

worth 1 foot, and we have applied this information when measuring real 

objects around the school. 

In Science, we are learning all about weather. We have tracked weather for a couple of days  using the 
appropriate weather tools and we have also recorded the data in the weather report. We already know the 
water cycle, different types of clouds, and all the effects of weather changes in the living things. Do you 
remember our “Potato Head”? In 2 weeks it grew a healthy stem and roots and it is ready to be planted into 
soil ☺! 

Happy 
Birthday 

Dear 
Gent !







English: 

In this module 3rd Graders will focuses on a deep study of  the classic tale 

Peter Pan. Students will consider the guiding question: How do writers 

capture a reader’s imagination? 

In Unit 1, students begin by analyzing narratives with a particular focus on 

character, which is central to the third-grade standards. In the second part 

of  the unit, students will practice crafting opinions and supporting reasons 

about specific questions related to Peter Pan’s central characters. 

Reading: 

~ Just a reminder that it is very important to continue reading with your 

child every night. I have noticed a huge difference with the kids that are 

reading. The books are getting longer, but please only spend about 15 

minutes each night with the home reading.



Ms. Ariana’s 4th Grade
April 2021  Newsletter  

Dear Parents, We are in our 8 month of school! 
It is so hard to believe how quickly this year has gone by.
Fourth grade is almost over for your child. We have just one 
more marking period to go. I am so proud of them and their 
accomplishments, and I know you are too.

Once again thank you for your support.

~ Just a reminder that it is very important to
continue reading with your child every night.
I have noticed a huge difference with the kids
that are reading. The books are getting longer,
but please only spend about 15 minutes each

night with the home reading.



This Month’s Curriculum Focus: 

01

02

03
Science:
Chapter 9 is useful to help your 4th grader understand more about 

different kinds of energy, temperature, energy transfer and other related 

science subjects. Students will learn more about what energy is and 

how you use energy in your everyday life. Discover the different types 

of energy that are all around us!

English:
Students have engage with narrative as readers from the first day of 

school, but they’ll start writing narrative in early elementary school. In 

fourth grade, students will have an idea of what narrative writing is all 

about, and they can write their own stories. In many ways, teaching 

students to write narrative involves teaching them to think like the 

authors that they like to read. Narrative writing is, well, writing narrative. 

Officially described as: writing that is characterized by a main character 

in a setting who engages with a problem or event in a significant way. 

As writing instruction goes, narrative writing encompasses a lot: 

author’s purpose, tone, voice, structure, in addition to teaching 

sentence structure, organization, and word choice. In the future 4th 

graders will share some of their stories with the rest of the school.

Math:
In Chapter 8 teaches students how to multiply fractions and mixed 

numbers by whole numbers. Students first express fractions as 

products of whole numbers and unit fractions using models. In Chapter 

9 students relate fractions to decimals, gaining an understanding of 

decimal notations for fractions. Students first use models, place-value 

tables, and numbers lines to establish the relationship between the 

fraction version of tenth, and the decimal version of tenths.



Pictures of Students during the Month of April 2021



A trip at the Natural Science Museum, Tirana 





Science  LAB 



APRIL 2021 MATH NEWSLETTER!!! 
Grade 5: This month with grade five we continued with 

fractions, adding and subtracting fractions with different 

denominators. Students worked hard and in general they did 

good in the last test of this chapter. Now we started with 

multiplying fractions and we focused in order to do the best. 

Grade 6: We worked in Writing and Solving Equations and 

Inequalities chapter. As a very important part of Math, students 

tried to do the best and worked very hard. This is a serious class 

in learning. They do their homework regularly and are focused 

in class all the time. 

Grade 7: With grade 7, this month we finished the chapter of 

percentage and we started work in Geometry. Chapters of 

Geometry in general is more exciting for the students and they 

are doing better. At the moment we are making surface area 

of solids and volume of solids. Grade seven is separated in two 

groups and each group is doing very good. 

Grade 8: With grade 8 we finished the chapter of real numbers 

and Pythagorean Theorem. Now we are working in volume of 

Solids. This class takes the lesson seriously and I enjoy teaching 

them. Trying to reach the objectives that we had when we 

started this school year.  

Math Teacher, 

Faik Nelaj.  
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A day at the Museum of Natural Science 

 

Sabiha Kasimati was an Albanian ichthyologist, born in Adrianopojë, on September 15th 1912. 
She was a dissident of the communist regime, and one of the first women scientists to speak 
out against the dictator. Her bold phrase “You are murdering all the intellectuals!” resonated 

grimly indisputable even in the decades down the line. Her life was brutally cut short at 38 by 
the system, her work on Albanian marine life published under other names (the practice 

being commonplace at the time), one of which was Russian scientist Anatoly Poliakov. After 

being in the dust for almost half a century, the personality of S.Kasimati has emerged from 
the shadow and has been established in the scientific community, as three years back is was 
unanimously voted for the Museum of Natural Sciences to be named after her, a museum 
which Dr.Kasimati herself ideated, conceived, proposed and founded more than seventy 

years ago as part of the Institute of Science in 1948. Since 2010, along with the National 
Herbarium & the Botanical Garden, the Museum of Natural Sciences „Sabiha Kasimati‟, once 
a structure of the Chair of Zoology, is part of the Flora & Fauna Research Center near the 

Biology Department at the Faculty of Natural Sciences, University of Tirana.  

 

Happy Easter  
& Happy Spring Break!!! 

Visiting the Museum of Natural Science, the kids had the opportunity to 

see the modest bank of fossils of over a thousand local, regional and 

exotic species of a broad diversity, from Entomofauna, Marcobenthic 

Fauna, Herpetofauna, Ornithofauna to Mammal Fauna.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



English Students in Grades 5 through 8 have been busy with energetic projects in April! Students read, discussed and tested about the 

extraordinary history of the Leaning Tower of Pisa (or Pizza :-) as some call it). This enterprise was a wonderful collaboration with Professor Pirro 

Tereziu's Science Gravity Lesson where pairs of objects were dropped (very carefully) from the AIS third floor to time their descent and perform the 

requisite calculations. 

In a more serious discussion of history, students read two accounts of persons who survived World War 2 challenges and mistreatment in Nazi 

Germany. Additionally, Grade 8 students have been reading, discussing and contemplating the marvelous and poignant Diary of Anne Frank, the tween 

who hid from the Nazis in a Secret Annex in the Netherlands. As people around the world have now repeated for decades, "Never Again" concentration 

camps, ethnic ghettoes and holocausts. Earth citizens have a long way to go, but progress is being made on several fronts, beginning with these alert, 

perceptive, thoughtful students! 

Also, students have been learning to negotiate the proper usage of homophones in English. For example, consider whether & weather, week & 

weak, way & weigh, which & witch and wet & whet. 

P.S. We would like to welcome our new 6th grade boy, Ivan!  I wish you all a sunny and great Spring Break!!  



SOCIAL STUDIES NEWSLETTER      

APRIL 2021 
 

 



 

 

 

 

In Social Studies Grade 4 we have been talking about The United States Constitution and its Early 

Presidents.  

  

In Grade 5 we have been covering the European Explorers. Like Christopher Columbus and John Cabot.  

  

In Grade 6 we have been talking about The Enlightenment and how it influenced the French Revolution 

and the American Revolution.  

  

In Grade 7 we have been talking about Nationalism and the Industrial Revolution.  

  

In Grade 8 we have been talking about Imperialism and World War I.  
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MUSEUM OF SCIENCE ON EARTH WEEK!! 
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MUSEUM OF SCIENCE ON EARTH WEEK!! 
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MUSEUM OF SCIENCE ON EARTH WEEK!! 



VISITING THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

THIRD GRADE



ESL

ESL students covered various topics during April. Some of these topics were prepositions, 
poems, writing opinions, degrees of adjectives, etc. They memorized some poems and recited 
them in front of the class. ESL learners acknowledge the importance of learning poems by 
heart. They know that memorizing them assists their language fluency.  Book reviews seem 
a challenge but our brave ESL learners aren’t feared of them.



ENGLISH DOMAIN AND ENGLISH SKILLS

In Skills, second graders have elaborated 
- schwa sound and its correspondence 
‘y’ letter and its correspondence sounds, 
word lists;
- verb tenses (past, present, future);
- writing the summary of a chapter, 
different ending of a story;
- reading Sir Gus, and new vocabulary.

In Domain, second graders have 
continued reading “The War of 
Students have compared and 
merchants to  War Hawks. 
They enjoyed writing a speech and 
giving a speech in front of the class 
they were part of the people 
the war of 1812.  



ESL with Ms. ARJETA

During this month we covered several areas of language acquisition. 2nd graders practiced reading 
aloud in the classroom and reading comprehension. “The Golden Goose” is the story that they read 
and wrote a short report about.
The 4th, 5th and 6th, 7th graders learnt how to write an “Argumentative Essay” step by step. I used PPT 
presentations and short videos to explain and exemplify each step. At the end they wrote the essay on 
their own by following all the instructions explained in advance.
The 8th graders learnt how to write an “Opinion Essay”, step by step.  Then we moved on with 
grammar, where we discussed about “Present Simple” vs “Present Continuous”. This is a topic we have 
come across before, yet we always go back to make sure everyone has understood how to use it and 
the differences between them. Now we have started reading classic stories. The students love them 
and they are eager to read more and more. We have all read such classic stories as: “Robin Hood”, 
“Treasure Island”, “Aladdin and the Magic Lamp”, “Around the World in Eighty Days”, “Golden Touch”, 
“Gulliver’s Travels”, etc. These are some the stories that the students will be reading individually and 
writing short reports about them. Then they will be asked to retell these stories to their friends so that 
everyone will be able to hear all the classic stories and enjoy them.



 

 

M A Y  4 T H -  B A C K  T O  

S C H O O L  

 

F R E N C H  S H O W -  Y E T  T O  

B E  D E C I D E D  

 

M A Y  1 3 T H -  N O  S C H O O L  

D U E  T O  R A M A D A N   

MAY UPCOMING EVENTS: 


